The Western soul is not at peace with itself. Edwin Judge, a leading historian and mesmerising teacher, diagnoses the angst and contradictions in modern civilisation in terms of the unresolved tension between classical and biblical thought.

This volume includes forty of Judge’s more popular writings and public lectures. They address the issues of today, such as political conflict, democracy, education, public and private schooling, the role of the university, marriage and the family, women in the church, values and multiculturalism, the meaning of history and the historical authenticity of the Bible.

This collection represents a lifetime of scholarship devoted to making ancient history modern.

Edwin Judge was a Professor of History at Macquarie University from 1969 to 1993. He traces the imprint of Athens and Jerusalem in Western culture.

Stuart Piggin is the director of the Centre of the History of Christian Thought and Experience, Department of Ancient History, Macquarie University. He probes the reception of biblical heritage in Australia.